Driver Vision:

Pan Tilt EO/IR Cameras:

Image Intensified Night Vision:

Alert DVE 2

Atlas LRX

Panther BNVD-15

Intelligent ADAS Infrared Night Vision
System for Vehicle Situational Awareness

Long-Range Border
Camera

Dual Tube Night Vision Goggle

NVTS’s Alert DVE2 ADAS thermal camera enables
visibility at night, in dense fog, rain and smoke.
Alert’s early warning detection identifies unexpected obstacles, highlights
sudden events, identifies human and vehicle proximity.

Alert DVE 3X

NVTS’s ATLAS LRX
provides a turnkey
solution for extended
range border and
coastal surveillance.
Designed to operate in extreme environments, the Atlas LRX delivers a
combination of wide area detection, target identification and tracking.

High Resolution Thermal Driver Vision
System

Condor HP

Alert DVE 3X provides enhanced situational
awareness for armored, track-wheeled, and
combat vehicles. It enables enhanced visibility
at night, in fog, rain, haze and smoke.

Patriot DVE2 AN/VAS-5B
Driver’s Vision for Enhanced Situational Awaremenss on Tactical Wheeled
Vehicles
The NVTS Patriot DVE provides enhanced situational awareness in adverse weather, nighttime, and in battlefield operations. Patriot’s
compact, flexible design easily installs onto
existing vehicles, or as a drop-in replacement
for legacy DVE systems.

Modular Design
Gyro-Stabilized
EO/IR ISR System
The Condor HP can
be configured with
a lower cost LWIR or
MWIR thermal for
shipboard ISR or long range border surveillance. The Condor’s innovation
is in its modular sensor design and state of the art GPS enabled Gyro
Stabilization.

Guardian 4HD
Long Range EO IR Gyro-Stabilized
ISR System

Network Cameras:

The newly designed Guardian 4HD is a powerful
medium to long range gyro-stabilized ISR camera
system. Guardian’s flexible payload configuration
makes it a smart choice for a wide variety of platforms. A precision gyro-stabilized camera system, it delivers high definition
imaging, long-range optics and precision targeting in a compact package.

Nimbus IPX

Reliant 640HD

Thermal and HD Visible
Network PTZ Camera System
The IP-based Nimbus IPX is the
professional’s choice for capturing
brilliant, 1080P full HD video in
maritime, transportation, and other high risk applications. The Nimbus IPX
modular pan / tilt imaging system meets the growing demand for highperformance surveillance solutions.

Stabilized Rugged Multi Sensor Night Vision
HD Camera System for Shipboard or Land
Operations
NVTS’s new Reliant 640HD is a powerful compact
medium range stabilized ISR camera system
designed for maritime, ground vehicle and remote
surveillance operations. With two high performance
cameras,
the Reliant 640HD compares to cameras more than twice the price.

The Panther BNVD-15 utilizes two high
performance Image Intensified Tubes
for outstanding clarity under the darkest
conditions. A built-in IR illuminator lets
the operator easily read a map and operate
equipment in very dark conditions with
increased depth perception and outstanding clarity.

Panther NVG-P7
Military Night Vision Goggle
The Panther NVG-P7 is a lightweight,
compact, military-grade night vision
goggle equipped with an Automatic
Brightness Control (ABC), which automatically adjusts the brightness of the 12 tube to deliver superior image
quality resolution under changing light conditions.

Panther MG14
Compact Multi-Use Night Vision Monocular
NVTS’s Panther MG14 solves the problem of having
multiple scopes for each mission. The MG14’s high
impact composite housing provides reliability in extreme
environments. It’s innovative design compliments
multi-mission requirements allowing the user to read charts,
enable short range surveillance, weapon mount or administer
first aid at night.

Thermal Monocular/Scope:
Arrow
Pocket Handheld Thermal Imager
The NVTS Arrow Thermal monocular solves
the problem of size without sacrificing
performance. Arrow’s advanced hot spot
tracking and 8 GB of picture storage make
it an ideal choice for evidence and scene
gathering.

Arrow XL

Remote Weapon Sight:

Day/Night Vision Binoculars:

Kepler RWS

Alert MRB 2

True HD EO/IR Remote Weapon Sight

Multi-Sensor Dual Channel Day/
Night Thermal Bi-ocular

NVTS’s Kepler RWS is a compact, powerful
long-range weapons grade surveillance
and targeting system. Loaded into Kepler’s
rugged housing is a large format 5.3 MP
HD Visible Camera, 1.3 MP HD MWIR, LRF,
optional laser pointer or designator.

The Alert MRB2 is a ruggedized dual
channel thermal bi-ocular that incorporates a large format, high sensitivity
LWIR, with very high resolution (800 x
600 pixels) thermal camera, GPS, and
Laser Range Finder (LRF).

Alert TX
Products are subject to export control laws and regulations of the
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are subject to change without notice.

High Resolution Thermal Bi-Ocular
Alert TX provides a large format, high
resolution (800 x 600), high sensitivity
thermal camera ideal for surveillance, ISR
operations, and search and rescue. Provided
with 16GB of built in video storage.

Pocket Handheld Thermal Imager
The NVTS Arrow XL has all the features
of our current Arrow plus a Stadimatic
Range Finder, Picture in Picture (PIP)
zoom, WiFi and 25 to 35mm lens
options for increased ranges.

Rhino TCO
High Resolution Thermal Clip-On
Weapon Sight
NVTS’s dual use Rhino TCO thermal clip-on
weapon sight is mounted in front of an
existing day scope or can be used as a
compact stand-alone thermal handheld
monocular. Our high resolution full color OLED display delivers incredibly
crisp detail, including 5 different thermal scene modes with rich imaging
and enhanced target identification.
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